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Dry laser cleaning of particles from solid substrates:
Experiments and theory

Y. W. Zheng, B. S. Luk’yanchuk, Y. F. Lu,a) W. D. Song, and Z. H. Mai
Laser Microprocessing Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering and Data Storage Institute,
National University of Singapore, 10 Kent Ridge Crescent, Singapore 119260

~Received 6 July 2000; accepted for publication 31 May 2001!

The experimental analysis of dry laser cleaning efficiency is done for certified spherical particle
(SiO2, 5.0, 2.5, 1.0, and 0.5mm! from different substrates~Si, Ge, and NiP!. The influence of
different options~laser wavelength, incident angle, substrate properties, i.e., type of material,
surface roughness, etc.! on the cleaning efficiency is presented in addition to commonly analyzed
options~cleaning efficiency versus laser fluence and particle size!. Found laser cleaning efficiency
demonstrates a great sensitivity to some of these options~e.g., laser wavelength, angle of incidence,
etc.!. Partially these effects can be explained within the frame of the microelectronics engineering
~MIE! theory of scattering. Other effects~e.g., influence of roughness! can be explained along the
more complex line, related to examination of the problem ‘‘particle on the surface’’ beyond the MIE
theory. The theory of dry laser cleaning, based on one-dimensional thermal expansion of the
substrate, demonstrates a great sensitivity of the cleaning efficiency on laser pulse shape. For the
reasonable pulse shape this theory yields the threshold fluence by the order of magnitude larger than
the experimental one. At the same time the theory, which takes into account the near-field optical
enhancement and three-dimensional thermal expansion effects, yields the correct values for
threshold. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1389477#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, laser-particle-surface interaction has attrac
much concern in experimental and theoretical studies. Th
are three main impetuses behind this problem: first, as
dimension of active elements shrinks drastically in integra
circuit ~IC! and high-density hard disk manufacturing, eve
submicron particle may induce fatal damages to the wh
system. On the other hand, because the inertial forcemẍ
contains massm}R3 and the adhesion forceFadh}R, the
necessary acceleration isẍ}R22 ~R is radius of the
particle!.1 Typically, it is about 107 times higher than the
gravity force for a 1mm particle.2 Traditional cleaning meth-
ods, such as hydrodynamic jet and ultrasonic vibration, c
not remove small particles efficiently. Fortunately, pulsed
ser heating of the absorptive particle or substrate can prod
such high acceleration.3–26 Second, due to the simplicity o
the laser-particle-surface system, it can be applied in
study of the particle adhesion and deformation on solid s
strate, which is the basis of many cross-discipli
subjects.27–31Third, the fascinating physics arises in the las
cleaning problem, the latest are, e.g., effects, related to n
field focusing of radiation by particle with size comparab
with laser wavelength.17–21

In recent studies of the dry cleaning mechanism, sph
cal particles of standard sizes are adapted in experime
These particles, with almost uniform size and fine spheric
can greatly minimize the uncertainties that are mostly
duced by surface aspherities. From the viewpoint of pract

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
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application, as the sphericity of the particles tends to incre
along with the reducing particle size,32 it is necessary to
explore the mechanism of laser cleaning for spherical p
ticles from solid substrates. Furthermore, since most of
theoretical models are based on the simplification that p
ticles are spherical, it is convenient to compare theoret
calculation and experimental results based on spherical
ticles.

However, most experimental investigations concentra
only on the influence of laser fluence and particle size on
cleaning efficiency. Other cleaning options, such as la
wavelength, incident angle, polarization, substrate proper
are not fully covered. In this article, the influence of the
options on the cleaning efficiency is reported. The study
the influence of surface roughness, although preliminary
to the complexity of this topic, is also presented.

Another important topic is the interaction of laser lig
with the particle on surface, which is also ignored in pre
ous studies. An exact solution of this problem shows that
near-field light intensity, produced by the optical resonan
and substrate reflection, is wholly different from the intens
profile of the incident laser light. These calculation resu
can explain many experimental phenomena in laser clean
as presented in the following parts. The ‘‘true’’ light intensi
profile should be applied in the cleaning model during t
solution of heat equations~for calculating substrate therma
expansion and tensions!.

II. EXPERIMENT

In Secs. A–D, a KrF excimer laser~Lambda Physik!
with a wavelength of 248 nm, pulse width of 23 ns, and
il:
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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maximum pulse repetition rate of 30 Hz was used as the l
source for laser cleaning. The fluctuation of fluence in
2.5 cm34.0 cm spot is less than 7%. In Sec. E, the lig
source was Nd: yttrium–aluminum–garnet~YAG! laser ~B.
M. Industries 5000 Series!. It consists mainly of a single
Q-switched oscillator followed by an amplifier. Three d
tachable harmonic generators extend the wavelength ran
the second, third, and fourth harmonics. The output light
a Gaussian distribution with a spot size of about 0.8 cm. T
pulse duration is 7 ns.

A. Laser cleaning of spherical particles from Si
substrate

As in our previous article,21 the particles of defined cer
tified sizes~production of Duke Scientific Corporation! are
used in the experiment. The particles are spherical and
form in size. Figure 1 shows the cleaning efficiency as
function of laser fluence. It is found that the laser clean
efficiency increases sharply along with the laser fluence.
particles with sizes of 0.5 and 1.0mm, threshold laser flu-
ences are about 225 and 100 mJ/cm2, respectively. For 2.5
and 5.0mm particles, the threshold laser fluences are fou
to be lower than 5 mJ/cm2. This experiment shows that th
size effect exists for small particles. However, it should
emphasized that the threshold fluences are not proporti

FIG. 1. Cleaning efficiency as a function of laser fluence for particles
different size. Size effect is obvious for small particles. However, the thre
old laser fluence is not reversibly proportional to the square of particle s
Downloaded 28 Aug 2001 to 137.132.3.5. Redistribution subject to AIP
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to R22, this is because the rough estimation does not incl
the laser-particle interaction, which will be explored in Se
III and V.

B. Influence of substrate properties on cleaning
efficiency properties

In this experiment, the different cleaning efficiencies
1.0 mm silica particle from Si, Ge, and NiP surfaces a
examined, see Fig. 2. It is found that the laser cleaning e
ciency increases sharply along with the laser fluence. For
mm particles, threshold laser fluences exist at about
mJ/cm2 for Si, about 30 mJ/cm2 for Ge, and about 8 mJ/cm2

for NiP substrate. It is also concluded that particle remo
from NiP is the easiest in the three substrates, while remo
from Si is the most difficult.

To analyze the differences of cleaning results, it is be
to list the physical parameters of the materials, as show
Table I. The van der Waals force of particles on Ge is
greatest of the three substrates, while the adhesion forc
NiP is only about 2/3 of Ge. However, particle removal
related not only to the adhesion force, but also to the opt
and thermal properties of the substrates. For Si, the abs
tivity and thermal expansion coefficients are much less t
Ge and NiP. Therefore higher laser fluence is required
remove particles from Si substrate. Removal from NiP is

f
-

e.

FIG. 2. Cleaning curves for NiP, Ge, and Si substrates. Total pulse num
is 200.
For

TABLE I. Parameters used in the calculations~taken atT5300 K!. Optical parameters are given forl
5248 nm~KrF excimer laser!. Hamaker constant is given for the pair of identical materials, i.e., Si–Si, etc.
the pair of different materialsA andB the Hamaker constant is approximated byAAB5AAAA B.

Parameter

Values for different materials

Si Ge NiP SiO2

Absorption coefficient~cm21! 1.83106 1.63106 5.73105 53102

Absorptivity 0.33 0.35 0.71 0.95
Density ~g/cm3! 2.3 5.33 8.9 2.2
Thermal conductivity~W/cm K! 1.42 0.73 0.14 0.0146
Heat capacity~J/g K! 0.72 0.31 0.54 0.74
Melting temperature~K! 1685 1210 1200 1873
Young modulus~dynes/cm2! 1.331012 8.231011 2.031012 7.331011

Poisson ratio 0.28 0.3 0.31 0.17
Linear thermal expansion~K21! 2.631026 6.031026 12.031026 0.5431026

Hamaker constantA53^\v&/~J! 2.5310219 3.1310219 1.2310219 0.7310219
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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easiest, no only because the adhesion force is the least o
three substrates, but also because its absorptivity and the
expansion coefficients are much greater than the other
strates. The small thermal conductivity of NiP also contr
utes to its low threshold, since the real heating proces
more analogous to ‘‘pointing heating’’ due to the near-fie
effect. This work indicates that substrate thermal expans
enhanced by near-field optical focusing effects, is the do
nant mechanism for dry laser cleaning.

C. Influence of incident angle on cleaning efficiency

To investigate the influence of incident angle, the
pieces with particle contamination on the surface w
placed on triangular planes that have tilting angles of 5°, 1
15°, 20°, 30°, 45°, and 60°, respectively. Since the incid
light was kept normal to the stage, the incident angles r
tive to the substrate surface were determined by the trian
lar planes. The surfaces before and after laser irradia
were observed with a high-resolution optical microscope

The laser fluence is proportional toA(u)cosu, whereu
is the incident angle,A is the absorptivity. The variation o
incident angle from 0° to 15° caused the effective laser
ence to drop less than 3.5%. Since 43 mJ/cm2 was far above
the threshold laser fluence~below 5 mJ/cm2 for 2.5 mm par-
ticles!, the particles should be completely removed, from
result in Fig. 1, with such a minus drop of fluence. Howev
the experiment shows that the cleaning efficiency drops
when the incident angle is greater than 15°~Fig. 3!. A similar
result was found in Ref. 19. From the calculation based
the MIE theory, we found that the near-field light intens
declines from 100 to 0 when the tilting angle increases fr
0° to 15°. This calculation is in agreement with the expe
mental results.

D. Influence of surface roughness on cleaning
efficiency

In the IC process, although the Si wafer starts with
perfect surface structure, the morphology will change dra
cally after a few steps of oxidation, etching, doping, diff
sion, and mechanical polishing.33 In this paragraph, the in

FIG. 3. A steep decline of cleaning efficiency appears with increasing i
dent angle. The uniform light intensity is multiplied by 100, the Mie so
tion is multiplied by 0.81. This figure shows that the near-field light intens
is sensitive to the incident angle.
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fluence of surface roughness on the cleaning efficiency
investigated. The Si surfaces were modified with anisotro
etching in KOH solvent with different times, and subs
quently observed by the atomic force microscope, as sho
in Fig. 4. Surface roughness of samples is listed in Table
It is found that both peak-valley roughness (Rp-v) and root
mean square~rms! roughness increase with increasing etc
ing time.

The cleaning curves for different samples are shown
Fig. 5. The particle size is 1.0mm. Although theoretical pre-
diction shows that particle adhesion force drops obviou
with the presence of very small roughness,34–36 in this ex-
periment, the increasing roughness produced less efficie
In our early explanation, it is assumed that the surface e
city is reduced by the roughness. New examination sho
that the near-field light intensity drops sharply with increa
ing particle-surface distance. Since the cleaning efficienc
sensitive to laser fluence, the reduction of the near-field li
intensity, due to the surface asperities, subsequently ca
less cleaning efficiency.

E. Influence of laser wavelength on cleaning
efficiency

In this section,Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with light
wavelengths of 1064, 532, and 355 nm is applied as li
sources to remove 0.5mm spherical silica particles from sub
strates. The cleaning curves are shown in Fig. 6. It is fou
that the cleaning effect for 1064 nm light is poor. The thres
old laser fluence for a long wavelength is higher than that
short wavelengths.

The influence of wavelength on the cleaning efficien
can be ascribed to two aspects: First, the substrate absor
coefficient of laser light is different for different wave
lengths. For Ge substrate, the absorption coefficients of 3
532, and 1064 nm light are 0.5, 0.48, and 0.61, respectiv
~at 300 K!. Second, the interaction of laser light with pa
ticles results in localized light intensity near the partic
substrate contacting area, which is highly related to
wavelength and particle size.

III. INTERACTION OF PARTICLE AND LASER LIGHT:
OPTICAL RESONANCE AND NEAR-FIELD
EFFECT

The near-field light intensity is based on the solution
the boundary problem: a sphere particle on a flat se
infinite substrate. The solution to this problem is rigorou
and it is beyond the scale of this article. The details can
achieved from reference23.

For a nonabsorptive spherical particle, incident lig
could excite some resonance modes inside the particle
produce enhanced light intensities near the contacting a
In this case the particle acts like a lens, as was shown
Refs. 22–26.

Some laser cleaning phenomena in experiments can
explained by the near-field light profile. When incident lig
irradiates from a small tilting angle, the focusing point w
shift away from the contacting point, therefore the clean
efficiency drops rapidly. The cleaning efficiency is sensiti

i-
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FIG. 4. Surface morphology with different etching times:~a! 0, ~b! 1, ~c! 5, ~d! 10, ~e! 15, ~f! 20, ~g! 25, and~h! 30 min, respectively. The roughness increas
with etching time.
u
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s
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le to
to the wavelength, because different wavelengths prod
various intensity profiles. The near-field light intensity is al
sensitive to the distance between particle and the rough
face, as we assume that the particle is ‘‘lifted up’’ by certa
surface asperities.
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Figure 7 shows the surface light intensity drops shar
with increasing distance. The central light intensity reduc
to almost half value of the case for particle on flat surface
the distance reaches 50 nm. This distance is comparab
the roughness in experimental part D.
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IV. THEORETICAL MODEL

Here a model for dry cleaning, which permits us to do
estimation of the threshold fluence for particle removal,
briefly discussed. Particles can be ejected from particul
contaminated surfaces by short-pulse laser irradiation du
fast thermal expansion of the particle and/or solid surfac
The following will focus on necessary steps in modeling
laser cleaning, which includes particle adhesion, thermal
pansion of substrate, and criteria of particle removal.

A. Adhesion energy and particle deformation induced
by van der Waals force

The particle is attracted to the surface by van der Wa
force, which occurs due to dipole interactions. If one cons
ers the particle as a deformed sphere, then, accordin
Hamaker,37 the attraction force is given by

F5
^\v&R

8ph2 1
^\v&a2

8ph3 , ~1!

whereR is radius of the particle,h the separation distanc
(h'4 Å), anda the radius of contact. The Lifshitz consta
^\v& is related to Hamaker constant,A, by A53/4p^\v&.
The Hamaker constant depends on the properties of the
ticle, substrate, and medium.

The attraction force~1! is very big; it is sufficient to say
that the maximal pressure within the range of contact a
consists, typically, of 10 Kbar or higher.38 It is clear that this
high loading leads to elastic or even plastic deformation
the material. Analyses of these deformations as well as
general problem of adherence are still under discussion,
e.g., Ref. 39. The first, examination of pressure distribut
within the contact area was done by H. Hertz in 1882; t
distribution follows the parabolic law, see analysis of t

FIG. 5. Cleaning curves for different samples. The surface roughnes
creases with the alphabatic order. It is shown that higher roughness prod
less efficiency.

TABLE II. Surface roughness of different samples in Fig. 4.

Samples a b c d e f g h

Rp-v ~nm! 2.28 1.35 1.45 1.54 31 34.7 40.1 63
Rms ~nm! 0.137 0.207 0.143 0.188 4.68 5.52 6.06 9.
Ave. rough~nm! 0.092 0.149 0.109 0.143 3.74 4.47 4.78 7.
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Hertz solution, for example, in Sec. 9 of the book.40 Using
this distribution, Derjaguin41 found the relation between th
radius of contact,a, and loading force,Pl , for spherical
particle

a35
3

4

PlR

E*
,

1

E*
5S 12sp

2

Ep
1

12ss
2

Es
D ,Pl 5

^\v&
8p

, ~2!

wheresp,s andEp,s are the Poisson coefficients and Young
modulus for the particle~p! and substrate (s), the effective
loading force, due to adhesion is presented by the first t
in Eq. ~1!. The adhesion-induced deformations are qu
complex, and some other factors~adhesion forces outside th
area of contact, etc.! should be taken into account to descri
well the experimental data. At present, two models of ad
sion are commonly acceptable: Derjaguin–Muller–Torop
model for ‘‘hard’’ materials42,43 and Johnson–Kendall–
Roberts model for ‘‘soft’’ materials.44,45 The transition be-
tween two models was also discussed.46,47

The distance between the center of the spherical par
and the surface of substrate for nondeformed material
given byl 5R1h. Due to deformation of materials under th
action of external load and adhesion force, this distance
be l 8, l . If no other load is exerted on the particle, the initi
deformation parameterd0 is expressed in DMT theory as

n-
ces

FIG. 6. Cleaning efficiency with respect to different wavelengths. Spot s
is about 0.3 cm2.

FIG. 7. Scattered light intensity on the substrate vs the distance betw
particle and the substrate. Light intensity drops drastically with increas
distance. The side-lobe structures first shift outward with the distance,
inward, reflecting the property of Newton rings.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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d05
1

8 F 9R^\v&2

2p2h4E* 2G1/3

. ~3!

The elastic repelling forceFe and the deformation en
ergy We are expressed by

Fe5
4

3
E*ARd0

3, We5
8

15
E*ARd0

5. ~4!

B. Deformation and removal of silica particles during
substrate surface expansion

When the substrate expands, position of the subst
surface,zs , varies with time,zs5zs(t), zs(0)50. The par-
ticle dislocation is a function of timet, say f (t). Then the
running deformation parameter,d(t), at time t can be ex-
pressed as

d~ t !5zs~ t !1DR~ t !2 f ~ t !. ~5!

Here termDR(t)5aT
(p)RTs(t) describes the effect of th

particle heating due to thermal contact; one considers tha
temperature of the particle is the same as the subs
temperature.48 (aT

(p)) is the linear thermal expansion coeffi
cient for the particle; we use an additional superscript
distinguish the particle and substrate materials. The acce
tion due to the elastic force~4! can be expressed as10

4

3
pR3rp

d2f ~ t !

dt2
5

4

3
ARE* @d~ t !3/22d0

3/2#, ~6!

whererp is the density of the particle. The initial condition
for Eq. ~6! are

d f

dtU
t50

5
dDR

dt U
t50

, f u t50 . ~7!

To find the surface position,zs(t), we use solutionT
5T(z,t) of the one-dimensional~1D! heat equation. From
this solution one can estimate the surface displacement

zs~ t !52~11ss!aT
~s!E

0

`

T~z,t !d. ~8!

The additional multiplier 2(11ss) in Eq. ~8! appears
when one considers the ‘‘quasi-1D approach,’’ where d
placements and stresses are considered to be equal to z
infinity ~at x-y plane!. This term without detailed explanatio
was written in Refs. 49 and 50. The detailed examination
the thermal elasticity problem, which precisely introduc
this term, is given in Ref. 51.

Because of the energy conservation, one can write c
dition

AE
0

t

I ~ t1!dt15crE
0

`

T~z,t !dz, ~9!

wherec andr are, respectively, heat capacity and density
the heated substrate,A is absorptivity of the surface. We
consider the smooth pulse shape, typical for excimer la
pulse52

I ~ t !5I 0

t

t
expF2

t

tG . ~10!
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The laser fluence is given byF5I 0t, and pulse duration
at the full width at half maximumtFWHM'2.446t. The I 0 is
the near-field light intensity, which is different from the in
cident light.23 From Eqs.~8!–~10! one can estimate the su
face position,zs(t), by

zs~ t !52~11ss!
aTAF

cr F12S 11
t

t De2~ t/t!G . ~11!

For the rectangular laser pulse with the pulse durat
t l , a similar dependence is given by

zs~ t !52~11ss!
aTAF

cr F t

t l

QHS 12
t

t l
D

1QHS t

t l

21D , ~12!

whereQH(x) is the unit step function~the Heaviside func-
tion!. The 1D model has natural restriction, related to a
sence of inward motion of the surface during cooling sta
To take this effect into account one should use the thr
dimensional~3D! thermo-elastic model.48 Effects related to
temperature dependencies of parameters~solution of nonlin-
ear heat equation! can also play an important role. Neverth
less, because of its simplicity, the derived model can be u
for the preliminary estimations.

Although the heating process happens only within
short time interval, it determines both the kinetic energy a
the elastic potential energy necessary to overcome the a
sion force. The condition for the particle removal can
written from the energetic consideration10 ~see also Ref. 52
for the simplified energy criterion!

8

15
E* ARd~ t !51

4

3
pR3

rn2

2
>

1

2
P

l
d~ t !1

^\v&R

8ph
. ~13!

In Fig. 8 one can see the result of the examination of
threshold fluence on the pulse duration and particle size. T
picture presents the main tendencies in dry laser clean
First, the small particles are more difficult to remove than
big particles. Second, the threshold fluence is smaller fo

FIG. 8. ~A! Threshold fluence for laser cleaning vs pulse duration for d
ferent size of particles. Two pulse shapes are examined: rectangular
and smooth excimer pulse.~B! Theoretical and experimental results of th
threshold laser fluences for particles on Si, Ge, and NiP. Solid symbols
experimental data, while empty symbols are theoretical prediction base
1D thermal expansion.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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FIG. 9. Substrate expansion@~a!, ~b!,
~c!# and particle movement~d!. Laser
fluence is 120 mJ/cm2. Enhanced near-
field light intensity is modeled as a
Gaussian beam with a radius of 0.0
mm. Substrate thermal expansion
calculated with quasi stationary solu
tion as in Ref. 53. Displacement com
ponentuz of contact region is assumed
to be uniform.
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shorter laser pulse. Third, the cleaning effect strongly
pends on the pulse shape. The smooth laser pulse~10!, close
to the true shape of excimer laser pulse,52 yields significantly
larger threshold fluence than those for rectangular puls21

Nevertheless, even rectangular pulse predicts higher thr
old fluences than the experimental one~see, e.g., Fig. 7 in
Ref. 21!. Thus, one should conclude that the theory based
1D thermal expansion of the substrate1,7,10,17,21cannot ex-
plain experimental results on dry laser cleaning. Results
the recent articles15,19 also do not confirm the 1D therma
expansion mechanism.

We suggested in Ref. 48 another mechanism of dry la
cleaning, based on the near-field optical enhancement ef
Due to this effect the transparent particle works as a focus
lens which produces on the substrate surface a ‘‘bri
point,’’ as it was confirmed experimentally.23,24The 3D ther-
mal deformations of the substrate produce, in turn, suffic
accelerations to explain small threshold fluence.48

The equation for the displacement is given by t
thermo-elasticity theory21,41

rü5
E

2~11s!
Du1

E

2~~11s!~122s!
grad div u

2
aTE

3~122s!
gra. ~14!

Solution of Eq. ~14! for the stationary problem~laser
beam with Gaussian intensity distribution! was presented in
Ref. 53. Figure 9 is the calculation based on 3D ‘‘quasi s
tionary’’ thermal expansion. Figure 9~d! shows that the par
ticle kinetic and elastic deformation energy is close to
breaking away criteria when laser fluence is 120 mJ/c2,
which is much less than the 1D threshold laser fluence.
found that for displacements, e.g.,uz component, this forma
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solution in Ref. 53 contains logarithmic divergence, rela
to 1/r spatial distribution of the stationary thermal field at b
distances.51 It is clear that the corresponding stationary lim
is senseless, i.e., in the real physical situation correspon
integrals should be cutoff. In the physically reliable regi
this ‘‘renormalization procedure’’ does not influence resu
strongly, nevertheless it is not strictly defined. For more p
cise analysis one should use the nonstationary solution in
‘‘quasi-static’’ limit.51

V. CONCLUSION

Although the mechanism of dry laser cleaning related
the thermal expansion of materials is commonly accep
some details of this mechanism need clarification. The
portant point is related to the influence of particles on
distribution of laser intensity. The consequences of this
fluence were never precisely examined. In part, it is rela
to complexity of theoretical analysis for the problem partic
on the surface. Our examination24 shows, that for transparen
spherical particles with the size of;l, the optical resonance
and substrate reflection produce ‘‘enhanced’’ near-field li
intensity, which is sensitive to wavelength, particle size,
cident angle, and surface morphology. These cleaning
tions are not fully covered in the known experiments.

Thus, the main goal of the present work was exami
tion of the mentioned dependencies in experiments w
strictly defined particle sizes. The physical model of las
cleaning, based on the idea of optical resonance and n
field effects, predicts some effects which were attractive
confirm or disconfirm experimentally.

The results of the present work can be summarized
follows.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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~1! The threshold fluence for laser cleaning strongly d
pends on the particle sizes~smaller particles need higher flu
ence!. This dependence does not follow the lawF th}R22

~see in Figs. 1 and 8!.
~2! The strong angular dependence in the cleaning e

ciency for small incident angles,q<15° ~see Fig. 3! dem-
onstrates that the intensity distribution, originated by ne
field focusing effects, plays a major role in dry las
cleaning.

~3! The optical and thermal properties of materials p
more important role in laser cleaning than the adhesion fo
by itself. Experiments~see in Fig. 2! show variations in
threshold laser fluence by the order of magnitude for
materials where the Hamaker constants are practically
same. These results suggest that thermal expansion,
hanced by near-field optical focusing effects, is the domin
mechanism in dry laser cleaning.

~4! The nontrivial influence of the surface roughness w
found in dry laser cleaning. It is well known that the surfa
roughness leads to a decrease in adhesion force. Thus
periments with static load19–21 demonstrate that the particl
can be easily removed with the increase of roughness. At
same time calculation of the near-field effects shows that
laser intensity on the surface decreases rapidly with dista
from the particle to the surface~see in Fig. 9!. Thus, with
increase of the surface roughness the efficiency of dry la
cleaning should rapidly decrease. Experiments~see Fig. 5!
demonstrate the rapid decrease in the cleaning efficie
with growth of roughness.

Some interesting effects were, nevertheless, out of
frame of performed examinations. For example, with the p
ticle sizeR;l, the theory predicts the rapid variation in th
cleaning efficiency with wavelength~for fixed size of par-
ticles! due to optical resonance.24 To check this prediction
one needs experiments with a tunable laser.
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